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At the Thirty-Fust Annual Conference of the Society for Ethnomusicology (Rochester. N. Y.• October 1&.19, 1986), a
group of panicipants with research interests in China held an impromptu meeting to acquaint themselves wilh one
another and their work. It was unanimously felt !hat similar meetings should be held in the future. A group should be
formed whose membership is to comprise scholars interested in Chinese music, and whose purpose is to establish
channels for communiC3tion and a forum for exchange of ideas. At least initially. the group is catered mainly to scholars
living in the U.S. and Canada. Group members shall meet once or twice a year taking advantage of' the annual
Association for Asian Studies meeting (when Chinoperl is held in conjunction) in March-April and the annual SEM
meeting in October-November. The possibility of publishing and distributing a periodic newsletter was discussed. The
first structured meeting was scheduled for April in conjunction with the annual meeting of the AAS. An initial list of
about sixty names was compiled to whom a letter was sent in November announcing the formation of the ~Chinese

Music Study Group~ (later changed to "Association for Chinese Music Research"). About fort)' responded in active
suppon of the group.

Report on Spring J987 Meelipp_hl Cambridn yA

Eighteen people. representing about a dozen institutions, llI.tended the f115t meeting of ACMR. held in the Common
Room of the Oepanment of East Asian Languages and Civilizations at Harvan! University C!I April 12. 1987. from to
AM to 3 PM. First session. from to to 11 AM. included shan prescmations of research interests or works-in-progress
by six AC~ members (see summary of repom). Session 2. from 11 to 12 noon. was devoted to the topic
"Translation of Musicological Writings between C~inese and Englis.~: Challenges and Solutions." Rulan Chao Pian
spoke on translation from Englis:l to Chinese, 2nd Raben M'ok on Chinese to English. From 12 noon onwards was a
business metting, which included a geo.>:ral discussion on the vresent and future of the Association. Pizza was ordered.
and the discussion ended at abnut 3 pm.

Everyone agreed that the mcecfl3 was a hiJge succes.~. It WI'S rare, if not unprecedented. that a group of scholars in
Chinese music outside of China discusses and ex::han~es jC:~as on their resean:h interests based upon a somewhat
slructured fonnal Two immediate advanuges became obvious. First, explanctions on Chinese names and terminology
are dispensed with (when was the Millg dynasty? who are Lhe Hakka people? what i~ JJ,am'lJan sizhY?) so that questions
and discussions can zero in on relevant matters. Second, a great variety of musical genres and issues. raised in Lhe
context of e3ch other. allowed their simila.-ities and differences to be perceiVed more clearly; t....us induced challenging 3.l,d
insightful questions which might not otherwise be raised.

Summarv or Business Me(fipg

After some discussion. it was decided that th~ name of the grou~ will ch.mge from Chinese Music Study Group to
Association for Chinese Music Rese:m:h (Acr...rn.).
AC~ will meet regularly rwice a year. in Ule Spnnlt in co~junction with the annual meeting of the Association for

Asian Sludies and the Conference for Chinese Ore! and Perfonning Literature. and in the Fall in conjunction with the
annual meeting of the Society for Ethnomusicology. The Fall 1987 meeting will be Ifl Ann Arbor. MI where SEM will
meet from November 5 to 8. The Spring 1988 meeting will be in San Francisco where AAS and Chinoperl will meet
from March 25 to 27.

Membership dues of 55 will be solicited to cover production of newsletters, mailing, and miscellaneous expenses
incurred during the meeungs. However. the payment of dues will be on a voluntary basiS in consideration of students
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and others of limited financial mean • long as enrollm m forms for mem hlp are submiued embership auld
include not only holars in Chinese music. but also performers. edUC3lOrs, and scholars of oth r persuasion ho are
Inrerested in leamm bout Chin mUSIc and about cholarly acri iu in OM America.

Two e lett a year (folloWln h meeting) ill be nt to all mem in good tanding. This Ml e tener.
however, will be nt to everyone on the original mailing IisL In addition, announcemems ith infonnation on Ihe date,
time. place. and program of an upcoming meeting will be nt to everyone on the original mailing list a few weeks pnor
to the meeting.

The relationship between ACMR s ions and the session organized by th parem conferences (AAS, Chinoperl,
SEM) was discussed. While AC se ions are extremely valuable, AC members should at the same time continue
to actively participate in the parent conf r nces by organizing panels and reading papers on Chinese music. AC

·ons. however, should be devoted 10 more informal presentations of h rt papers of an exploratory nature.
It as generally ~ It that continued discussions on tran I bon in furure C meetings are imponanL In addition,

on presenwion hould have a focus. General discussion on po ibie fI i for a panel (eilher for CMR or for the
parent conferenc ) foUowed, and raJ orientations were uggested: historical, methodological. anthropological, etc.
The foUo g is ummary 0 aU the ugg tions.

usic of a particular histOrical period g dynasty, e.g.).
~alll~~~l..EQgl.S: 0 umentation 0 Chinese musi . De mition of musical terms, Translauon problems.

USIC and rilWll. usic and popular culture, usic and pauonage, "Support y terns" of mUSIC.
usic and overnm nL

Re~onat Focus: F us on a particular r gion, Defining mu lcal regions, Regional culture in a broad sense.
Contemporary Focus: How music is modernized Loday, Music education in contemporary China, Politics and musical
policies.

Turning to organizational matters, it was felt that a larger mailing list. panicuJarly one including local musicians and
scholars at the ciues where meetin s are held. should be compiled. 0 consutuuon was necessary at this point unless

CMR plans to Incorporate. Bell Yun will c unue 10 do the organizational and paper work.

Summary or Short Reports at pring 1987 ,1ccting

The first ion 0 the Spong 19 eering in Cam nd e was de oted 10 ix hon presentauon of research projects
and progress re ns. The foUowlll are summanes 0 these reports.

Piano

am iuon follow
Luding·s~.[lllil!llLQ.w1Ull1.i.
b an Lisan.

One difficult encountered in the r earch 0 ChlOe piano music is its hon history and small pertory in
comparison to uadiu nal Chme mu IC and to tern plano music. Anoth r IS IllterpretaUOn, pectall III execuDon
o ornaments. phra ing, rh thm and uaclitional instnlm ntal techniques which have been uan f rred 10 the piano. There
i , howe er. dil mma which i unique to Chiense plan mu ic -- that of the piano itself. which. being a "We [cm·
instrument. bTln un-Chinese limllation and W tern connotations. even ubconsciou prejudiccs, to th most
"Chinese" compo Ilion.

There are. of cours . many other u uons to con Id red in the rudy and r earch 0 Chicnse pLano musl . And.
hlle its parucular hlSLO IS bnef an lte a re no of I lhan on hundred years. Chm plano mu IC has an

1. arjorie nn Ciarlillo (The Cleveland Institute of usic: The China usic Project. Cle eland): "Chin
usic"
In the mUSIcal hi tory of China, piano mu ic occupies a very new niche. a Lopic. Chinese piano music generally

i unfamiliar LO Western musician not involved in Chine music. Many We tern musician - and orne Chinese -
based thelT valu jud ements on The Yellow Riv r Conceno and the piano uile for The Red DetaChment of omen.
w rlcs which roduced durin the Cultural Revolueon and are not representati e.

Three mam composiuonal uends can disungui h d In Chinese piano music: 1) Chtn -- utilization of al •
rh thms. anclcm or 0 melodies. etc.. as in I [100 birds admmn the phoemxl an Jianzhon . or

ute and drum In the unset) b LI YinghaJ: _) tern, In hI h mo t r j elements 01
eStClTl ruI. h as Piano S nata o. I by Chu h~ and 3 h d - a mlXrure 10 He

uffalo y s nut Jor the m r ent icnaes f Dongsh3n w. II
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illustrative past, and current developments indicate a very distinctive future.
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2. Joseph Lam (Harvard Unviersity): "Ming State Sacrificial Songs: late 20th century ethnomusicology and written
source materials from 14th to 17th centuries"

Ethnomusicology and historical musicology take two different approaches to achieve a common goal •• the
understanding of music and its cultural context It is with a combination of both approaches that our understanding of
Chinese music can be made more comprehensive.

Such an observation comes from my study on the Ming Slate Sacrificial Songs. As the study examines a historical
music, it requires thorough investigation of the written sources. It involves positivistic pursuits like the tracing of
bibliographical references and dating of manuscripts, which serve to establish the reliability of the sources. They are not
different from ethnomsuciologists' eHom to find reliable infonnants, and to assess infonnation thus acquired. In fact,
such techniques, like strict control of chronological matters, can be effectively applied to the dala collected in fieldwork.

My study of the Ming Slate Songs also requires a thorough understanding of the context, which is reconstructed from
many historical records, such as the Veritable Record of the Ming and the Collected Ceremonies or the Ming. Such an
understanding is based on observations made by persons who lived with the music in a historical period. In
ethnomusicology, by contrast, the observations are generally made by the researcher himself serving also as field worker.
However, both kinds of observations describe the context of the music. The gist of their differences is in the evaluation
and interpretation of the data.

It is within a broad historical framework that the data described in the documents of the Ming State Sacrificial Songs
are organized: they reveal characteristics of the context. However, it is only with a fieldworker's sensitivity on the
relationship between music and its context that many contextual delails. especially those on musical practices, are
deteCted. Against such an understanding of the context. the Ming State Sacrificial Songs are analyzed as cultural and
musical expressions. a process made possible by the combined methodologies of ethnomusicology and historical
musicology.

3. Fredric Lieberman (porter College, University of California at Santa Cruz): "Documenting Chinese Music: A
Progress Report"
A. The Third edition of Chinese Music: aD Annotated Bibliognmhy is scheduled to go to press at Garland Publications
in New York (the same company that published the 2nd edition) some time this summer. The new edition will be in the
same fonnat as the old one. but will be computer typeset for easier readability. There will be considerable new material
.. just covering the theses and dissenations plus the complete run of the journal Chinese Music would add a lot

One major new feature is a more thorough index, compiled with the aid of a computer: I hope this will make the book
easier to use. Becuase the text is all on computer disks. it is relatively easy to add new material until the actual date of
publication. It has become impossible for me to keep a thorough control of all facets of western-language writings on
Chinese music, so I depend a lot on suggestions and contributions from colleagues. Please send citations and
descriptions of your own works and those of your students. Thanks will be fonhcoming both as acknowledgement in the
te:tt and more usefully as discount pricing on the book when it arrives -- no doubt way overpriced as usual.
B. The Leipzig-based series Mus;k in Geschichte und Gegenwao is anxious to publish one or more volumes devoted to
China. So far their series has volumes on Islam, Egypt, Southeast Asia. Oceania. the Americas. India, Greece. and of
course many on Western music. I am in communication with Dr. Werner Bachmann, editor of the series. and will act as
editor if enough colleagues are interested to panicipate in the project. Perhaps individuals with interests in particular
periods or instruments could volunteer to be area editors and/or liaison with PRe scholars.

It has been difficult to get good photographs of the archaeological materials unearthed in the last several decades. and
often equally problematic to get fme reproductions of imponant iconographic sources for music history -- prints. scrolls,
etc. I would welcome any and all suggestions. This project has major international significance: perhaps it would be an
auspicious collaborative effon for our fledgling Association.

4. Audrey Mazur (Brown University): "Hilla Music in Taiwan"
The research for my PhD dissenation concentrates on the music of the Hakka people living in Taiwan. The fieldwork

was conducted in Taiwan from 1983-84. rwanted to see how Taiwan's constant Contact with Western nations has exened
its influence in the sphere of folk music: specifically, what has happened to the traditional music in the rural areas. To
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this end I have focused on the musical life in a conservative and traditional Hakka village in Southern Taiwan. I have
also investigated the musical situation in a more "progressive" Hakka town in the north for comparison.

I chose the Southern village as a suitable area for my research because it is. for the most pan. still an agrarian
commWlity. The traditional music found falls into one of two categories: a vocal genre called~ (mountain song),
and an instrumental genre called haYin. (eight sounds). Both genres are still alive, but it is obvious mat this music which
has been orally transmitted for generations is undergoing major transformations. Though a lOtai acceptance of Western
ideas inlO village.life and music has not taken place. these transformations are the result of modernization and a degree of
westernization. Members of the community are taking measures to preserve and promote the music, but this is also
causing change in the intrinsic nature of the music.

Compared to the village in the south, the Northern town is in closer proximity to a city; it has a bener transportation
system; and a greater percentage of its population works in the city, in industry, or retail. We see some of the same
changes here as we do in the south; however, some interesting differences emerge. Nonhern musicians incorporate
Western instruments such as the saxophone. electric guitar, and trap set; whereas Southern musicians continue to use
traditional instruments. Formal performances of Hakka~ in the north tend lO resemble a Las Vegas nightclub act
in the way they dress and stage the performance.

My project concentrates on a specialized area of culture change: musical change and continuity in its cultural setting.
By focusing on lhis aspect of culture change, the study should yield a descriptive documentation of this Chinese music
tradition.

5. Robert Mok (New York City): "Early Portugeuse Influences on Cantonese Instrumental Music"
Traces of the rhythms of early European dances such as the gavone, minuet and the courant found in some Cantonese

instrumental pieces have long puzzled the listener. One is tempted to find some explanation in the theory that musiC3..l
interaction comes with intimate social contact between two peoples _. in this case, the Chinese and the Ponugeuse
traders who came to South China as early as in the 17th century. Unlike the British and the Dutch traders who came and
went, the Portuguese brought their families and settled in Macao. For entertainment, they brought their own music
which was likely to be dance music of the period. Again, unlike other Europeans, the Portuguese fraternized with the
local Chinese as described vividly in GyaDidQDi Xjnvu [New anecdotes from the history of Guangdong] by Qu Dajun
and Aumen 1ilile (Random notes on Macao! by Yin Guangren and Zhang Rulin. Frequent intermarriages produces a large
number of Eurasians, still to be found in Macao and in Hong Kong. With such close contact, it was conceivable mat the
Chinese should be influenced by the music of the Portuguese settlers.

Also, Portuguese Jesuit priests introduced secular dance music to the Chinese coun during the 17m century. and
Tomas Pereira. a Portuguese and Eerodoro Pedrini, an Italian priest wrote about the system of sWf nOtation and four-part
harmony in the official LUlU Zhengvj [True Principles of Music]. Il should be noted mat secular music as introduced by
the Portuguese should have much greater impact on the ordinary Chinese people than the liturgical music confined to the
Church.

6. J. Lawrence Witzleben (University of Pittsburgh): "Regional Musical Systems and Inter-genre Relationships"
Little attention has been paid to the regional musical environment in which a genre has evolved and exists: that is. the

way in which it is historically and contextually related to other musical genres in the same geographical area. In the
course of my dissertation research on Jiangnan sjzbu instrumental ensemble music in Shanghai, I fOWld that performers
and scholars frequently made reference to other genres of music in the lower Yangtze area. Such an aggregate of genres
may form a "regional musical system" with a complex: network: of interrelationships. The way in which a genre interacts
with other traditions within such a system may be highly significant in determining what a tradition "is", what it
"means", and how it is unique. In other words. examining how instrumental ensemble music, Chinese opera, narrative
song, and religious music (and other kinds of music) from Shanghai (or any) area are inter-related may tell us at least as
much about these traditions as would companng them to instrumental, operatic, narrative or religious music in other
parts of China.

Inter·genre relationships may be genetic and/or conte:ttual. For Jiangnan sjzhu. genetic relationships with K.J.ul.wl
opera and shillw .siz.h.u-pen:ussion musics (a.k.a. Sunan ffiu.i.d.Il) are widely accepted. in that these traditions set precedents
for a.s.i.z..h.u. ensemble with instrumentation and music3.l style similar to that of Jiangnan sjzhu. Jiangnan sizhu also
shares similarities with other genres of music in that region. but their historical genetic or contextual relationships are
still to be investigated. For ex:ample, there are similarities with Shanghai Diving :d [shadow theater] and Ningbo~
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~ (narrative song] in overall instrumemaJ style and lCxture. instrumentation. and repenory; with .H.u.iu, Xiiu. and
YQngju [respectively regiOnal Qperas from Shanghai. Wuxi. and NingboJ and Shanghai TaQist music in instrumentation:
with pjoglan [Suz.hQU narrative singing] in repenory; with Xi.iu. and Yongju in musical texture. For individuaJ
instruments. the style Qf playing dizi. is similar ID K.I.i.n.wI and Taoist music. rnn.a. similar to H.u.i1I. and the Jiangsu school
of solo playing. D.iD.a similar to Djngtan and the Pudong school of solo playing. and sani5ian similar to K..u.n5u1 and
pjnguo. Performers and Hsteners of Jiangnan sjzhu may also play or enjQY one or more Qf these other genres. Their
preferences or backgrounds in this regard affect their perfQrmance and conception of Jiangnan sjzhu. and account in pan
for the diversity among individuaJs and music clubs within Jiangnan sjzhu itself.

SessiOn On "Translation of Musjcological Writings"

Raben Mok: has served. as a translator and interpreter for me United Nations for many years. His long·time interest in
Chinese music and his awareness of communication between Chinese and Western scholars naturally led him to the
issues of translation. In recenl years he has paid particular attention to the translatiQn of musical terminology from
Chinese to English, and has been invited to lecture on the subject in China. As a method of gaining further
understanding of the problems involved, he combed through the many music journals from China in which tiues of
articles have been l1a1lslated into English and gave a summary of his findings.

Rulan Chao Pian has probably done more translations (both from English to Chinese and vice versa) thlln most
others. She was to travel to Beijing on the very next day to panicipate in a conference on Chinese opera in which she
would repon on Western scholarship on Chinese opera. Since the subject matter of her repon was all in non-Chinese
languages (mostly English). while her report was to be delivered in Chinese. uanslauon issues (from English to
Chinese) naturally arose as she prepared her reporL At the ACMR meeting, she summarized the problems she hlld
encountered in the process of prq>aring her repon.

Attendance at Spring 1987 Meetjng

K. Lawrence Chang (Case Western Reserve U.). Marjorie Ann Ciarli1lo (Cleveland Instilute of Music), Mercedes
Dujunco (0. of Washmgton), Dehang lin (Harvard V.), Alan Kagan (0. of Minnesota), Joseph Lam (Harvard 0.). Fred
Lieberman (U.C. SanL3 Cruz), W3Jfung Loh (Cambridge MA), Kathy Lowry (Harvard V.), Audrey Mazur (Brown V.),
Roben Mok (New York. City), Rulan Chao Pian (Harvard V.), Harold Shadick. (Cornell V.), Amy Stillman (Harvard U.),
1. Lawrence Witzleben (0. Of Pittsburgh), Wenguang Wu (Wesleyan U.), Yeh Yang (Canton CQnservatory, Harvard),
Siuwah Yu (Harvard U.), Bell Yung (U. of Pittsburgh).

Fall 1981 \1eeling in Ann Arbor and Call for Papers

The second meeting of ACMR will be held at Ann Arbor, Ml in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Society
for Elhnomusicology from November 5·8, 1987. One three-hour block. of time is tentatively planned. In view of the
usually tight schedule of SEM, every effon will be made to secure a least inconvenient time sial Please send in your
suggestions on the most appropnate day and time for you, if you plan to attend (see form below).

Two seSSIOns are planned, one on ll"allslatiQn. the other open lO individuaJ interests. All presentations are limll.ed lO
fifteen minutes, to be followed by discussion. Please send a one-page summary of your presenution to Bell Yung,
MUSIC Deparunent. Umver5lty of Pitlsburgh, Pinsburgh, PA 15260. Indicale your audio-visual needs.

This Newsletter is produced by BeU Yung
with the asslSW1Ce of 1. La~nce Wjtzleben.

Please send inqwries to Bell Yung. MUSIC (kpmment.
UmveISlry of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh. PA 15260
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